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AMENDMENTS TO THE CLAIMS

Please withdraw claims 1-7 and 15-49 and amend claims 9-14. All pending claims are

reproduced below:

1 . (Withdrawn)Aholder that canholdCD cases and cases for otheritems and usable to create a

continuous loop fonned by interlocking adjacent such holders, the holder comprising:

a base having a holder engagmg mechanism extending therefrom and said holder engaging

mechanism adapted to engage an adjacent holder in order to form the continuous loop; and

said holder including first and second outer sidewalls and a partition sidewall located

between the first and second outer sidewalls, with said first outer sidewall and saidpartition sidewall

with said base defining a first space adapted to receive a fust case, and with said second outer

sidewall and said partition sidewaU with said base defining a second space adapted to receive a

second case; and

wherein said holder includes at least a first member which is adapted to Mctionally retain a

first ease in said first space, and at least a second member which is adapted to fiictionally retain a

second case in said second space.

2. (Withdrawn) The holder ofclaim 1 fttrther including:

said first member is a first projection which extends from said base in said furst space; and

said second member is a second projection which extends firom said base in said second

space.

(Withdrawn) The holder ofclaim 1 further including:

said fiistroemberisapair ofprojectionswhich extend from said base in said first space; and

said second member is a pair of projections which extend Geom said base in said second

space.
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4, (Withdrawn) The holder ofclaim 1 wherein said holder engaging mechamsm includes:

a first holder-engaging mechanism; and

a second holder-engaging mechanism; and

and wherein said first holder-engagingmechanism on said holder is adapted to interlock with

a second holder-engaging mechanism of a second said holder; and

and said second holder-engagingmechanism on said holder is adapted to interlock witha first

holder-engaging mechanism on a third holder to fomi a continuous loop.

5. (Withdrawn) The holder of claim 1 wherein said holder engaging mechanism includes:

a first holder-engaging mechanism, which is a male mechanism; and

a second holder-csngaging mechanism^ which is a female mechanism.

6, (Withdrawn) The holder ofclaim 1 wherein said holder engagping mechanism includes:

a first holder-OTgaging mechanism; and

a second holder-engaging mechanism; and

and wherein said first holder-engaging mechanism on said holder is adapted to nest in a

second holder-engaging mechanism of a second said holder, and said second holder-engaging

mechanism on said holder is ad^ted to have a first holder-engaging mechanism on a third holder

nest in the second holder-engaging mechanism said holder to form a continuous loop.

7. (Withdrawn) The holder ofclaim 1 wherein said holder engaging mechanism includes:

a first holder-engaging mechanism with a slot located adjacent thereto; and

a secondholder-engagingmechanismhaving a distal end,which distal end is shaped in order

to be received in said slot; and

andwherein said first holder-engagingmechanism on saidholder is adapted to interlock with

a second holder-ragaging mechanism of a second said holder, and said second holder-engaging

mechanism on said holdcx is ad^ted to interlock with a firstholder-engagingmechanism on a third

holder to form a continuous loop; and

and wherein flie distal end of the second holder-engaging mechanism ofthe second said
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holder can pass through said slot located adjacent to the first holdor-engaging mechanism of said

holder to which die second holder-engaging mechanism is inserted to allow the second saidholder to

spread G^art from said holder.

8. (Original) A rack that is adapted to retain and rotate apluralityofside-by-sideCD cases and

cases for other objects, the rack comprising:

a continuous loop formed fiom a plurality of interlocked holders;

said holders each inclxxding first and second outer sidewalls and a partition sidewall located

between the first and second outer sidewalls, with said first outer sidewall and said partition sidewall

with said base defining a first space adapted to receive a first case, and with said second outer

sidewall and said partition sidewall with said base defining a second space adapted to receive a

second case; and

wherein each said holder includes at least a first member which is adapted to fitctionally

retain a first case in said first space, and at least a second member which is adapted to fiictionally

retain a second case in said second space;

wherein a holder-engagingmechanismofa first holder nests in aholder-engagingmechanism

of an adjacent holder; a motor that can rotate said loop;

a sprocket that is driven by said motor;

said sprocket including a plurality of teeth with spaces located between said teeth; and

wherein said holder engaging mechanism of said first holder nested in a holder engaging

mechanism of an adjacent holder can be positioned in a space between said teeth as the holders

engage the sprocket in order to spread the holders apart.

9- (Currently Amended) The holder rack of claim 8 further including:

said first member is a first projection which extends fi-om said base in said first space; and

said second member is a second projection which extends fix>m said base in said second

space.

10. (Currently Amended) The heldeg tack of claim 8 fiirther including:
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said firet member is a pair ofprojections which extend firom saidbase in said first space;

and said secondmember is a pair ofprojections which extend from saidbase in said second

space.

1 1 . (CurrenUy Amended) The heWes jack ofclaim 8 wherein said holder engaging mechanism

includes:

a first holder-engaging mechanism;

a sebond holder-engaging mechanism;

andwherein said first holder-engagingmechanismon said holder is adapted to interlockwith

a second holder-engaging mechanism of a second said holder, and said second holder-engaging

mechanism on said bolder is adapted to interlock with a first holder-engagingmechanism on a third

holder to form a continuous loop.

12. (Currently Amended) The holdef jsssk ofclaim 8 wherein said holder engaging mechanism

includes:

a first holder^gaging mecbanism, which is a male mechanism;

a second holder-engaging mechanism, which is a female mechanism.

13. (Currently Amended) The hoWwiadg ofcUim 8 wherein saidholder engaging mechanism

includes:

a first holder-engaging mechanisn^

a second holder-engaging meohanisn^ and

wherein said first holder-engaging mechanism on said holder is adapted to nest in a second

holder-engagmgmechanism ofa second saidholder, and said secondholder-engagingmechanism on

said holder is adapted to have a firstholder-engagingmechanism on a thirdholdernest in the second

holder-engaging mechanism said holder to fi>rm a continuous loop.

14. (Currently Amended) The h^aiss radc ofclaim 8 wherein saidholder engaging mechanism

includes:
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a first holdw-engaging mechanism with a slot located adjacent thereto;

a second holder-engaging mechanism having a distal end, which distal end is shaped in ord«:

to be received in said slot;

and wherein said first holder-engaging mechanism on said holder is adapted to interlock wilh

a second holder-engaging mechanism of a second said holder, and said second holder-engaging

mechanism on said holder is adapted to interlock with a first holder-engaging mechanism on a third

holder to form a continuous loop;

and wherein the distal end of the second holder-engaging mechanism of the second said

holder can pass through said slot located adjacent to the first holder-engaging mechanism of said

holder to which the second holder-engaging mechanism is inserted to allow the second said holder to

spread apart from said holder.

15. (Withdrawn) A rack that is adapted to retain and rotate a plurality ofside-by-side CD cases

and cases for other objects^ the rack comprising:

a continuous loop formed fi^m a plurality of interlocked holders; and

said holders each including first and second outer sidewalls and a partition sidewall located

between the first and second outer sidewalls, with said first outer sidewall and said partition sidewall

with said base defining a first space adapted to receive a first case, and with said second outer

sidewall and said partition sidewall with said base defining a second space adapted to receive a

second case; and

andwherein each said holder includes at least a first memberwhich is adapted to fiictionally

retain a first case in said first space, and at least a second member which is adapted to fiictionally

letain a second case in said second space, and wherein aholder-engag^gmechanism ofa first holder

nests in a holder-engagiiig mechanism ofan adjacent holder.

16- (Withdrawn) The holder of claim 15 further including:

said first member is a first projection which extends fi-om said base in said fiist space; and

and said secondmembar is a second projectionwhich extends from said base in said second

space.
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a

17. (Withdrawn) The holder ofclaim 15 further including:

said firstmemberisapairofprojectionswhich
extend ftomsajdbaseinsaidfirst space; ro^

and said secondmember is a pair ofprojectionswhich extend from saidbase in said second

space.

18. (Withdrawn) The holder of claim 15 wherein said holder engaging mechanism includes:

a first holder-engaging mechanism; and

a second holder-engaging roedianism; and

andwheran said first holder-cngagingmechanism on saidholder is adaptedtointeilock with

second holder-engaging mechanism of a second said holder, and said second holder-engagmg

mechanism on said holder is adapted to interlock withafirstholder-engaging
mechanise

holder to form a continuous loop.

19. (Withdrawn) The holder of claim 15 wherein said holder engaging mechanism includes:

a first holder-engaging mechanism, which is a male mechanism; and

a second holder-engaging mechanism, which is a female mechanism.

20. (Withdrawn) The holder of claim 15 whereb said holder engaging mechanism includes:

a fim holder-engaging mechanism; and

a second holder-engaging mechanism; and

and wherein said first holder-engaging mechanism on said holder is adapted to nest in a

second holder-engaging mechanism of a second said holder, and said second holder-engaging

mechanism on said holder is adapted to have a first holder-engaging mechanism on a third holder

nest in the second holder-engaging mechanism said holder to form a continuous loop.

21. (Withdrawn) The holder ofclaim 15 wherein said holder engaging meclianismincliidcs:

L first holder-aigagine mechanism with a slot located adjacent thereto; and

I second holdei^engagingmechanismhaving a distal end, which distal end is shaped in order
al

a;
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to be received in said slot; and

and wherein said first holder-engagingmechanism on saidholder is adapted to interlockwiiii

a second holder-engaging mechanism of a second said holder, and said second holder-engaging

mechanismon said holder is adapted to interlock wilhafirstholder-engagingmeclianismonathi^

holder to fimn a continuous loop; and

and wherem the distal end of the second holder-engaging mechanism of the second said

holder can pass through said slot located adjacent to the first holder-engagiag mechanism of said

holder tov^ch the secondholder-engagingmechanimismsertedtoaUow
the second s^^

spread apart firom said holder.

22. (Withdrawn) A holder usable to create a continuous loop formed by interlocking adjacent

such holders, the holder coirqnrising:

a base having a holder-engaging mechanism to interlock adjacent holders; and

a first structure extending fiom the base, the first structure adapted to firictionally engage at

least a portion of a first object to be retained by the holder, and

a second structure extending &om the base, the second structure adapted to fiictionally

engage at least a portion ofa second object to be retained by the holder, and

and wherein the first structure and the second structure are in the same plane.

23. (Withdrawn) The holder ofclaim 22 fbrther including:

a partition; and

said firet structure includes a first projection which together with the partition and the base

defines a first space; and

and said second structure includes a second projection together with the partition and the

base defines a second space.

24. (Withdrawn) The holder ofclaim 22 fiirther including:

said first structure is a pair ofprojectionswhichextend fiwm saidbase to define a first space;

and
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and said second structure is a pair of projections which extend from said base to define a

second space.

25 . (Withdrawn) The holder of claim 22 wherein said holder engaging mechanism includes:

a jRrst holder-engaging mechanism; and

a second holder-engaging mechanism; and

and wherein said firat holder-engagingmechanism on said holder is adapted to interlock with

a second holder-engaging mechanism of a second said holder, and said second holder-engaging

mechanism on said holder is adapted to interlock with a first holder-engagingmechanism on a third

holder to form a continuous loop.

26. (Withdrawn) The holder of claim 22 wherein said holder engaging mechanism includes:

a first holder-engaging mechanism, which is a male mechanism; and

a second holder-engaging mechanism, which is a female mechanism.

27. (Withdrawn) The holder of claim 22 wherein said holder engaging mechanism includes:

a first holder-engaging mechanism; and

a second holder-engaging mechanism; and

and wherein said first holder-engaging mechanism on said holder is adapted to nest in a

second holder-engaging mechanism of a second said holder, and said second holder-engaging

mechanism on said holder is ad^ted to have a first holder-engaging mechanism on a third holder

nest in the second holder-engaging mechanism said holder to form a continuous loop.

28. (Withdrawn) The holder ofclaim 22 wherein said holder engaging mechanism includes:

a first holder-engaging mechanism with a slot located adjacent thereto; and

asecond holder-engagingmechanism havinga distal end. which distal end is shaped in order

to be received in said slot; and

and wherein said first holder-engagingmechanism on said holder is adapted to interlockwith

a second holder-engaging mechanism of a second said holder, and said second holder-engaging
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mechanism on said holder is adapted to interlock with a first holder-eaigagingmechanismon a third

holder to fonn a continuous loop; and

and wherein the distal end of the second holder-engaging mechanism of the second said

holder can pass through said slot located adjacent to Ihe first holder-engaging mechanism of said

holder to which the second holder-engagingmechanism is inserted to allow the second saidholder to

spread apart firom said holder.

29. (Withdrawn) A holder usable to create a continuous loop formed by interlocking adjacent

such holders, the holder comprising:

a base having a first holder-eugaging mechanism with a slot located adjacent thereto and a

second holder-engaging mechanism having a distal end, which distal end is shaped and adapted in

order to be received in a slot of a second holder; and

a first structure extending from the base, the first structure adapted to fiictionally engage at

least a portion ofa first object to be retained by the holder, and

and a second strxicture extending fi-om the base, the second structure adapted to fiictionally

engage at least a portion ofa second object to be retained by the holder.

30. (Withdrawn) The holder of claim 29 wherein; and

said first structure together with the base defines a first space; and

and said second structure togethCT with the base defines a second space.

3 1 . (Withdrawn) The holder of claim 29 further including:

said first structure uicludes a pair ofprojections which extend firom saidba^ to define a first

space; and

and said second structure includes a pair of projections which extend Irom said base to

define a second space.

32. (Witiidrawn) The holder of claim 29 wherdn said holder ^gaging mechanism includes:

a first holder-engaging mechanism; and
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a second holder-engaging mechanism; and

and wherein said first holder-engagingmechanismon said holder is adapted to interlock with

a second holder-engaging mechanism of a second said holder, and said second holder-engaging

mechanism on said holder is adapted to interlock with a first holder-engagingmechanism on a third

holder to form a continuous loop.

33. (Withdrawn) The holder ofclaim 29 whCTCin said holder engaging mechanism includes:

a first holder-engaging mechanism, which is a male mechanism; and

a second holder-engaging mechanism, which is a female mechanism-

34. (Withdrawn) The holder ofclaim 29 wherein said holder engaging mechanism includes:

a first holder-engaging mechanism; and

a second holder-engaging mechanism; and

and wherein said first holder-engaging mechanism on said holder is adapted to nest in a

second holder-engaging mechanism of a second said holder, and said second holder-engaging

mechanism on said holder is adapted to have a first holder-engaging mechanism on a third holder

nest in the second holder-engaging mechanism said holder to fomi a continuous loop.

35. (Withdrawn) The holder ofclaim 29 wherein said holder engaging mecham"sm includes:

a first holder-engaging mechanism with a slot located adjacent thereto; and

a second holder-engaging mechanism having a distal end, which distal ead is shaped in order

to be received in said slot; and

and wherein said first holder-engagingmechanism on saidholder is adapted to interlock with

a second holder-engaging mechanism of a second said holder, and said second holder-engaging

mechanism on said holder is adapted to interlock with a first holder-engagingmechanism on a thini

holder to form a continuous loop; and

and wherein the distal end of the second holder-engaging mechanism of the second said

holder can pass through said slot located adjacent to the first holder-engaging mechanism of said

holder to which the second holder-engaging mechanism is inserted to allow the second saidholderto
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spread apart Scorn said holder.

36, (Withdrawn) A holder usable to create a continiious loop foimed by interlocking adjacent

such holders, the holder comprising:

a base having an interior surface, the interipr surface having a first holder-engaging

mechanism with a slot located adjacent thereto and a second holder-engaging mechanism having a

distal end, which distal end is shaped and adapted in order to be received in a slot ofa secondholder;

and

a first structure disposed on the exterior surfece ofthe base, the first structua e to frictionally

engage at least a portion ofa first object to be retained by the holder; and

and a second structure disposed on the exterior surface ofthe base, the second structure to

fiictionally engage ai least a portion ofa second object to be retained by the holder.

37. (Withdrawn) The holder ofclaim 36 wherein; and

said first structure together with the base defines a first space; and

and said second structure together with the base defines a second space,

38. (Withdrawn) The holder of claim 36 fbrther including:

said first structure is apair ofprojections which extend fi-om said base to define a first space;

and

and said second structure is a pair of projections which extend from said base to define a

second space.

39. (Withdrawn) The holder ofclaim 36 wherein said holder engaging mechanism includes:

a fixst holder-engaging mechanism; and

a second holder-engaging mechanism; and

and wherein said first holder-engagingmechanism on said holder is adapted to interlock with

a second holder-engaging mechanism of a second said holder, and said second holder-engaging

mechanism on said holder is adapted to interlock with a first holder-engaging mechanism on a third
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holder to fbnn a continuous loop.

40. (Withdrawn) The holder ofclaim 36 wherein said holder engaging mechanism includes:

a first holder-engaging mechanism, which is a male mechanism; and

a second holder-engaging mechamsra, which is a female mechanism,

41. (Withdrawn) The holder ofclaim 36 wherein said holder engaging mechanism includes:

a first hold^-engaging mechanism; and

a second holder-engaging mecham'sm; and

and wherein said first holder-engaging mechanism on said holder is adapted to nest in a

second holder-engaging mechanism of a second said holder, and said second holder-engaging

mechanism on said holder is adapted to have a first holder-engaging mechanism on a third holder

nest in the second holder-engaging mechanism said holder to form a continuous loop,

42. (Withdrawn) ITie holder ofclaim 36 wherein said holder engaging mechanism includes:

a first holder-engaging mechanism with a slot located adjacent thereto; and

a second holder-engagingmechanism having a distal end, which distal end is shaped in order

to be received in said slot; and

andwherem said first holder-engagingmechanism on said holder is adapted to interlockwith

a second holder-engaging mechanism of a second said holder, and said second holder-engaging

mechanism on said holder is adapted to interlock with a first holder-engaging mechanism ona third

holder to form a continuous loop; and

and wherein the distal end of the second holder-engaging mechanism of the second said

holder can pass through said slot located adjaccmt to the first holder-engaging mechanism of said

holder to which the second holder-engagingmechanism is inserted to allow the second said holder to

spread apart fi-om said holder,

43. (Withdrawn) A holder usable to create a continuous loop formed by interlocking adjacent

such holders^ the holder comprising:
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abase having an interior surface having a holder-engagingmechanism to interlock adjacent

holders; and

a first structure extending fiom an exterior surface ofthe base, the first structure ad^ted to

fiictionally engage at least a portion ofa first object to be retained by the holder; and

and a second structure extending ftom the exterior surface ofthe base, the second structure

adapted to fiictionally engage at least a portion ofa second object to be retained by the holder.

44. (Withdrawn) The holder ofclaim 43 fiirfhw including:

a partition; and

said first stnwture includes a fim projection which togetherwith the base and the partition

defines a first space; and

and sdd second stnicture includes a second projection which together with the base and (he
partition defines a second space.

45. (Withdrawn) The holder ofclaim 43 jfiirther including;

said first stnicture is apairofprojections which extend fiom saidbase to define a first space;

and

and said second structure is a pair ofprojections which cxteod from said base to define a
second space.

46. (Withdrawn) The holder ofclaim 43 wheicin said holder engaging mechanism includes:

a first holder-engaging mechanism; and

a second holder-engaging mecfaanisni; and

and wherein said first holder-engagingmechanism on saidholder is adapted to interlock with

a second holder-engaging mechanism of a second said holder, and said second holder-engaging

mechanism on saidholder is adapted to interlockwitha first holder-engagingmechanism on a third

hold^ to fonn a continuous loop.

47. (Withdrawn) The holder ofclaim 43 wherein said holder engaging mechanism includes:
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a first holder-engaging mechanism, which is a male mechanism; and

a second holder-»gaging mechanism, which is a fonale mechanic

48. (Withdrawn) The holder ofclaim 43 wherein said holder engaging mechanism includes:

a first holder-engaging mechanism; and

a second holder-engaging mechanism; and

and wherein said first holder-engaging mechanism on said holder is adapted to nest in a

second holder-engaging mechanism of a second said holder, and said second holder^engaging

mechanism on said holder is adapted to have a first holder-engaging mechanism on a fliiid holder

nest in the second holder^engaging mechanism said holder to form a continuous loop.

49, (Withdrawn) The holder ofclaim 43 wherein said holder engaging mechanism includes:

a first holder-engaging mechanism with a slot located adjacent thereto; and

a second holder-engaging mechanism having a distal end, which distal end is shaped in order

to be received in said slot; and

and wherein said first holder-engagingmechanismon said holder is adapted to interlockwith

a second holder-engaging mechanism of a second said holder, and said second holder-engaging

mechanism on said holder is adapted to interlock with a first holder-saigagingmechanism on a third

holder to form a continuoiis loop; and

and wherein the distal end of ttie second holder-engaging mechanism of the second said

holder can pass through said slot located adjacent to the first holder-engaging mechanism of said

holder to which the second holder-engaging mechanism is inserted to allow the second said holderto

spread apart fi:Y>m said holder.
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